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 Dif culté

 Durée

 Coût

Description
A traditional zeerpot (or desert fridge) made with terra cotta pots quickly

becomes heavy and dif cult to carry around. The version presented here is a

lighter and less expensive variant, feasible with materials that can be more

easily found. The envelope is made out of fabric. The container can be in plastic,

metal or any other sand-proof material. This container can be closed with a

plug/cover or a fabric.
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Matériaux
Can of the desired size, made of plastic or any other sand-proof

material

Fabric with a thin stitch

Board, either in wood or in any other material

Little plastic hose with a tap

Bottle of 5 or 6 litters

Sand

Outils
Scissors

Sewing needle

Thread

Étape 1 - External envelope
Making (or nding) a cylindrical bag allowing the introduction of the container surrounded by 5 centimetres of sand under it and around it.

Providing a slide and enough fabric height to be able to close the bag around the container.

Étape 2 - Sand lling
Reinforcing the bottom of the bag with a board previously cutted in circle. Laying 5 centimetres of sand. Laying the can. Filling the sand on

the side by pressing it. Filling the sand as high as possible. Once the sand has been lled and pressed, a string or a wire can surround the bag

from the outside in order to strengthen the setting.

Étape 3 - Dripping
Drilling the hose with a needle to make some holes inside. Providing a tap in order to siphon the water supply. Having the pierced hose

curved around the can, in order the water to be evenly spread in the sand during using. Providing a tap in order to be able to adjust the water

ow.

Étape 4 - Using
Hanging a water reserve over the can. Siphoning it. Adjusting the

water ow as you want it, and depending on the wind and the

temperature. The content of the can will be kept cool! The zeerpot

has to be sheltered from the sun and placed in a windy place.

Étape 5 - On-going tests
This zeerpot model is being tested on the boat of Nomade des Mers. It is tested :

the dropping intensity

the internal and external temperatures measurement

the inertia
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Notes et références
Made by Thomas Piboum and Karel Janik for Nomade des Mers

Étape 6 - Other version for water
There are other versions (especially in Senegal) made of a can

surrounded by jute fabric and stuffed with 2 cm of fabric scraps.

Then, wet the external layer to refresh the water inside the can.

This version can be adapted to other cans with a wider opening to

hold food.
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